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Let N > 2 and 8 > 0. For uniformly distributed integers in the interval I-1, N], the Euclidean 
algorithm requires an average of
121n2( 1 ('(2)'~ C 1 
n2 lnN-~+ ~(2)j+ -~+O(N ~-~j6) 
divisions, where C is Porter's constant. 
I. Introduction 
For non-negative integers m, n let T(m, n) denote the number of divisions required to 
compute GCD(m, n) by the Euclidean algorithm. This note determines the average of the 
T(m, n) for uniformly distributed m, n in the range I to N, where N > 2. An estimate of 
(12 In 2/re 2) In N +0"06 has been obtained by Knuth (1981, p. 356). 
Let % be the average of T(m, n) for m = 0,. . . ,  n -  1, where m and n are relatively prime 
and n > 2. We use a well-known estimate for z, (see Heilbronn, 1969; Dixon, 1970; 
Porter, 1975; Knuth, 1976) and some results from elementary number theory to prove: 
THEOREM. For N >_ 2 and e > O, the average of T(m, n), where 1 <% m, n <~ N and m, n are 
uniformly distributed is 
121n 2 f l  n 1 ('(2)~ 1 
n 2 I N--  ~ + ((2) / + C-- ~ + O(N"- 1/6), 
where C is Porter's constant. 
The techniques used in this paper (and in particular Lemma 9, below) can also be 
applied to the shift-remainder GCD algorithm of Norton (1989), if one assumes that there 
are constants A, B and V > 0 such that for any odd n ___ 3, the average number of shift- 
divisions required to compute GCD(m, n) (for m = 1 . . . . .  n -2 ,  m odd and relatively prime 
to n) is 
A In n+B+O(n ~-~) 
for all e > 0. (Estimates for A and B, are given in Norton (1989).) 
It would be interesting to see if these techniques could be generalized to the average 
analysis of a (terminating) minimal remainder Euclidean algorithm for the algebraic 
integers in a quadratic number field. (See Kaltofen & Rolletschek (1990); Rolletschek, 1986, 
0747-7171/90/070053 + 06 $03.00/0 9 1990 Academic Press Limited 
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1990) for definitions and examples.) As far as I know, only their worst-case analysis has 
been investigated. 
2. Proof of the Theorem 
We will use the same notation as Knuth (1981, p. 344). 
DEFINITION 1. If m, n are non-negative integers, not both zero, let T(m, n) denote the 
number of divisions required to compute GCD (m, n). 
Clearly, T(n, n) ~- 1 if n > 0 and T(m, n) = T(n, m)-  1 if m > n > 0. These two properties 
are needed in Proposition 3 below. 
DEFINITION 2. For N >_ 2, let A N be the average number of divisions required to compute 
GCD (m, n), where 1 _< m, n _< N and m, n are uniformly distributed. Thus 
1 
AN = -~ Z T(m, n). 
l <ra, n<N 
As in Knuth (1981), we let 
l n - -1  
=- ~. T(m, n) 
Yn r im= 0 
if n _> 2. A N and T~ are related as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3. For N >_ 2, 
PROOF. 
N2AN = 
2 N N2+N_4 
,=2 2N 2 
T(m, n) 
l <m,n<N 
= ~ [ ~ T(m,.)+ ~. T(m,n)+ ~ T(m,n)] 
l <ra,n<N Im<n m>n m=n 
N n -1  N m--1 
Z Z T(m,n)+ E E T(m,n)+N 
n=2 m=l  ra=2 n=l .  
N N m-1  
E (nT . -1 )+ 2 2 (T(n,m)-l)+N 
n~2 m=2 n=l  
N N 
2 ~ nTn--2(N--1 ) -  ~ (m-1)+N 
n~2 m=2 
N N(N + 1) 





DEFINITION 4. For n > 2, let % be the average number of divisions to compute GCD(m, n), 
where 0 < m < n-- 1, m is relatively prime to n and m is uniformly distributed. 
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Thus 
1 .-1 1 
"c, = r m=o~ T(m, n) and Tn = n -,..~ rp(d)z~, 
(m, n) ~ 1 
where r is Euler's totient function. 
The estimate for ~, which was referred to in the Introduction is the following: 
THEOREM 5 (Heilbronn, Dixon, Porter, Knuth, Wrench). For ~ > 0 
121n2 
z, - n-- T -  In n+ C+0(n~-1/6), 
where C is Porter's constant. 
The next step is to use Theorem 5 to obtain a closed expression for T~. The following 
useful lemma may not be well known and so a proof is included for the sake of 
completeness (of. Knuth, 1981, p. 361). 
LEMMA 6. For n > 1, 
1 Z r In d In n -  E A(d)/d, 
FI dln din 
where A is yon Mangoldt's function. 
PROOF. We may clearly assume n >_ 2. Suppose first, that n is a prime power, n = pr (r > 1), 
say. Since 
for i _> 1, we have 
l~,~o(d)lnd l lnp  ~ icp(P i) (P-1-) lnp ~ ip i-1 
n dl n ~ ~=j. n l~1 
lnp [ (p-1)rn-n+l] .  
- (p -  1)n 
A straightforward calculation shows that In n-~'. A(d)/d also reduces to this expression. 
din 
Now suppose that n = rs, where r > 1 and s > 1 are relatively prime. It follows easily 
from the definition of A that 
~, A(d)/d = ~ A(e)/e + ~ A(f)/f  (1) 
din elf f l  s 
and 
~] cp(d)In d = s E q~(e)In e+r ~ q~(f)Inf. (2) 
din elf J'ls 
The stated formula applied inductively to (2) shows that 
and the result now follows from (1). 
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COROLLARY 7. For e > 0, 
12 In 2 
T .= g2  ~ (ln n -~ A(-dd)-) + C + l ~ -n at. 
PROOF. If d = (m, n), then T(m, n) = T(m/d, n/d) and so 
1 . - i  1 e -1  1 
=-  E T(m,n)=n E E r(i,d) =-  E rp(d)z a
Zn H m = 0 din i = 0 n din 
(t, d) = 1 
V 12 In 2 -] = _~ ~ ~u~[-  7 - ~n~+~ + o(d~-,,0) 
J 
by Theorem 5 and so the required result follows from Lemma 6. 
Before proving the main result, two asymptotic estimates are needed. Firstly, an 
application of a Tauberian theorem due to H. N. Shapiro; for a proof, see Apostol (1976, 
p. 88). 
LEMMA 8. For N >_ 1, 
N 
A(n)/n = In N + O(1). 
r l= l  
The following lemma provides an estimate for one of the terms in the expression for Au, 
which is derived below. 
LEMMA 9. 
1 ~ ~ ('(2) 
N-- ~ .~A(d) /a= 2~(2) n = 2 d[n 
PROOF. First note that 
.=~ n - d~, , - - -d -  
n<_N d<<.N k ]d 
din 
< (-:)) = E a(d) ~-~ +O 
dNN 
It is well known that 
A(n)/n2 = - 
n~2 






- - ~ + 0 - 2 ,~r A(n)/n2' 
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The last summand isalso 0 (~ N-) since A(n)<ln n and 
fN ' ln X In N 1 --~- dx = --~-- + ~. 
This completes the proof. 
We now have all the ingredients to prove: 
THEOREM 10. For N > 2 and e > O, 
12 In 2 ( 21 , ~"(2), 21 A N --- In N-  -t- ~-~-) + C-  + O(N'- 1/6). 
PROOF. By Proposition 3 and Corollary 7, 
2 ~ nV121n2 ( ~ )  1~ I NZ+N-4 
A,, = ~-~ L ~2 in n -  + c + ;~ ~(d) O(d'-l/6) _ 
.=2  2N 2 
and 
~. I_~ N 1 1 N 2 (1 )  n=2 n lnn= +-~+ lnN---4-+lnG+O -~7, 
where G is Glaisher's constant (see Greene & Knuth, 1982, p. 100). Hence, 
12 ln2(  1 (~___) 2 ~n~A(d)/d'~ 
AN= ~ l nN-~+O -N--~n=Z aln / 
+N-'22C[N(N+l) 1 2 N N2+N--4 I +-ff~=~ Y,q,(d)(d~-~/6). = al. 2N2 
121n2( 1 ('(2)~ 1 ( ln~)  
= ~  lnN-~+ ( (2 ) j+C-~+O - -  
2 N 
+~--~ Y q,(a)o(a '-'/~) 
n=2 
din 
by Lemma 9. Finally, note that the last summand is O(N8-1/6): since cp(d) < d, we have 
~2 ,=~a e(d) dS- 1/6 < ~ a~N2 e(d) d'- 1/6 k /a 1 --< N ,,aNZ d~- ~46 
din 
and it is elementary that the last term is O(N~-~/6)--see, e.g. Apostol (1976, p. 55). This 
completes the proof. 
I would like to thank Professor B. Buchberger for pointing out Kaltofen & Rolletschek (1990) and 
Rolletschek (1986, 1990) and the referees for their helpful comments. 
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